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Questions
●
●
●

●
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What? Where? How? (Why not: Why?)
What is ‘Marine Infrastructure’?
Does Where mean Governments or Markets
choosing Winners and Losers? Whose choice is
it?
Does How mean ‘how do we finance it?’ or ‘how
do we manage it?’)
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What is Marine
Infrastructure?
●

●

●

Way provision is different for marine. (Not really like road
or rail)
Yes to:
– Channels (water access)
– Navigational aids
– Locks and dams
– Port infrastructure (berths, container yards, …) and
suprastructure (cranes, yard equipment, …
What else?

Is this Marine
Infrastructure?
– Heartland Corridor (streamlining a complex and
difficult route to be seamless and fast; key to success
was the public: private nature of this investment)
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Is This Marine
Infrastructure?

What to Fund? (Ports already get
95% of revenue from users)
Should public ports be funding
●
Only the infra-structure (below the waterline)?
●
Only the fixed supra-structure (berth top, on-dock
rail, container yard?
●
Leasehold improvements like cranes?
●
On-port access roads to terminals?
●
Off-port access roads, rail lines (ex: Rotterdam)?
●
Other off-port investments (transload facilities?
inland DCs?)
●
Off-port soft investments (agencies in other
countries?)

Where do we draw the line on what we call marine
infrastructure? What happens elsewhere?
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Access channels (dredging)
Lighthouses, buoys, etc.
Radar and other electronic aids to shipping
Exterior breakwaters
Sea locks giving access to port area
Land reclamation for port works
Docks, quays, jetties, including back-up land

Port Authority
Warehouses, sheds, …
Other buildings
Involvment in
Fixed cranes
Funding
Mobile cranes
Infrastructure Other cargo-handling equipment
in Europe Railway infrastructure inside port area

Port authority
Government
Private operator
Other

Road infrastructure inside port area

Combination

Tunnels and bridges inside port area

Not applicable

Canals and navigable waterways inside port area
Locks other than sea locks
Pipelines inside port area
Railway infrastructure outside port area
Road infrastructure outside port area
Tunnels and bridges outside port area
Canals and navigable waterways outside port
Locks other than sea locks outside port area
Pipelines outside port area

Source: ESPO Port Governance, June 2011
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Where?
Whose choice is it?
●

●
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Does ‘Where’ mean Governments or Markets will choose
Winners and Losers?
– Governments: does the benefit accrue locally or
nationally? Are social & environmental costs
incorporated? Is the investment for flood control or for
trade? (Why does the community at the mouth [LA/
LB] pay for the benefits in the stomach [Chicago]
being fed?)
– Markets: Is the market paying enough already? (HMT,
payout and allocation)
Whose choice is it?
– Government: Local/State or National?
– Market: The consumer or Wal-Mart? The shipping line
or the terminal operator?
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‘How’ as ‘Finance’
●

●

●

●

Private equity will fund viable port infrastructure projects.
Dredging [HMT] then becomes the hot button issue.
The funding of the inland
waterways is THE critical
marine infrastructure
question. [SR315, 2015]
22 percent of the total inland
waterway miles account
for 76 percent of the cargo
ton-miles transported on
waterways. [p. 21.]
Investments in O&M rather
than new, large capital
projects are the need to improve reliability and performance of the system.

Inland Waterways

The high and moderate use
segments are not always where
you expect them to be.
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Example: Food & Farm
Products
●

●

●
●

Accounts for 10% of barge traffic (76 M tons of
738 M tons of total barge traffic in 2012).
Largest commodity on four of six major
waterway systems (Illinois River, Lower
Mississippi, Upper Mississippi and Columbia
River)
96% is barged.
What if the system fails? How many trucks are
now on the road? This is a national issue as the
U.S. has a reputation for helping with world food
security.

Infrastructure is Really About
“Who Gets the $$$?”
“When users of facilities are
not responsible for the cost
of providing service to them,
accountability for investment
decisions is weak.
Furthermore, when facility
use charges are not in
place, pricing, the most
effective tool for optimizing
facility performance, is not
available.” (SR297 page 83).
http://www.trb.org/
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‘How’ as ‘Better
Management’
The Long Beach approach in 2006:
● Reducing free time accelerates goods
movement outbound (and the increase in
logistics velocity reduces inventory carrying
costs for cargo owners)
● Implementing pre-sailing arrival windows for
exports minimizes terminal congestion (better
terminal utilization increases effective capacity)
● Implementing PierPASS – equivalent programs
(encourages off-peak trucking and better gate
and terminal utilization)
I call this substituting intellectual capital for
bank capital.

Small Investments Can
Make Big Improvements
Ports
● Increasing use of on-dock rail to improve
intermodal rail performance and maximize
terminal efficiency (congestion management)
● Developing off-dock container yards to relieve
terminal congestion (and add overflow
capacity); access by dedicated rail shuttles
takes trucks off near-port roads
● Gate management/fluidity measurement
systems can address trucking-community
conflicts.
Inland waterways
● Systematic asset management to prioritize
waterway O&M proposed. [SR315]
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Why? My Thoughts About
Public Funds Have Not
Changed Since SR297
SR297:
“Greater reliance on market-driven investment decisions
has the most promise for improving the performance of
the transportation system…” (p. 224)
The key to accessing public funding is:
●
Demonstration of public benefits (mitigation of social costs
like congestion, road safety, noise, air pollution…, but also
including benefits to non-commercial traffic, e.g. that by
the taxpayer.)
●
Demonstrating that productivity gains have been sought
and achieved.
●
Demonstrating that market mechanisms will not get
entirely there because of unincorporated social costs not
directly related to the project
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Questions?
Thank You!
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